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Abstract

Search for sequence similarity in genomic databases is one of the essential problems
in bioinformatics. Genomic sequences evolve by local changes affecting one or several
adjacent symbols, as well as by large-scale rearrangements and duplications. In this
thesis we address two different problems, one connected to the local changes and the
other to the large-scale events. Both problems deal with genomic databases with
a rich internal structure consisting of repeating sequences.

First, considering only the local changes, we discuss the problem of distinguishing
random matches from biologically relevant similarities. Customary approach to this
task is to compute statistical P -value of each found match between a query and
the searched database. Biological databases often contain redundant identical or
very similar sequences. This fact is not taken into account in P -value estimation,
resulting in pessimistic estimates. We propose to use a lower effective database
size instead of its real size and to estimate the effective size of a database by its
compressed size. We evaluate our approach on real and simulated databases.

Next, we concentrate on large-scale duplications and rearrangements, which lead to
mosaic sequences with various degree of similarity between regions within a single
genome or in genomes of related organisms. Our goal is to segment DNA to regions
and to assign such regions to classes so that regions within a single class are similar
and there is low or no similarity between regions of different classes. We provide
a formal definition of the segmentation problem, prove its NP-hardness, and give two
practical heuristic algorithms. We evaluated the algorithms on real and simulated
data. Segments found by our algorithm can be used as markers in a wide range of
evolutionary studies.

Keywords: homology search, statistical significance, genomic data compression, se-
quence segmentation, NP-completeness, dynamic programming, heuristic algorithms



1 Introduction

Search for similarities between biological sequences is one of the essential problems in
bioinformatics. Importance of the search grows with increasing amount of available
genomic sequences as sequence similarity possibly indicates functional similarity or
homology (shored evolutionary origin) of the similar sequences. Results of such
similarity search combined with experimental bio-molecular methods allow us to
study possible sequence functions in a more efficient way than what can be done
using purely bio-molecular approaches. In addition, with identified homologous
sequences evolutionary processes at the region can be studied in more detail.

This thesis deals with two problems connected to similarity search in genomic se-
quences. We focus on sequences which do not follow traditional sequence models
assuming random distribution of bases within a sequence. Instead, we expect that
the sequence at hand is internally structured, containing several almost identical re-
gions. We study possibility of using this information to improve methods for solving
the problems of our interest. First, we address the problem of estimating statistical
significance of similarity search for a database consisting of many similar sequences.
Second, we are given a genomic sequence, and our task is to uncover it’s internal
structure. In particular, we identify non-overlapping segments of the sequence and
to partition these segments into classes so that segments within each class are sim-
ilar to each other, and there are no significant similarities between segments from
different classes.

For the purpose of this thesis, we represent a DNA sequence as a finite string over the
four letter alphabet {A,T,C,G} and call the letters bases or nucleotides. In bioin-
formatics, sequence similarity search is typically formalized as search for high-scoring
sequence alignments. A sequence alignment is an arrangement of the sequences ob-
tained by adding spaces, which we call gaps, inbetween bases of any of the aligned
sequences, so that we obtain a rectangular block consisting of bases and gaps, where
each row represents one sequence. Corresponding bases of the input sequences are
then aligned in the same column. A scoring function is usually defined, which as-
signs a score to each column and reflects similarity among the column bases. The
alignment score, which is the sum of the scores of all alignment columns, reflects the
length of the aligned sequences and their similarity. Among all possible alignments
of the considered sequences, the highest scoring alignments are typically of inter-
est, and can be computed for two sequences by dynamic programming. We often
wish to find high-scoring alignments between continuous subsequence of a newly
sequenced query DNA sequence and subsequences in a database containing already
known sequences.

However, many alignments found in this way are just random matches without bio-
logical meaning. To distinguish such random matches from the biologically relevant



similarities, statistical significance (P -value) of the alignment is estimated. The
matches with small enough P -value are then considered to be the relevant similari-
ties. In this context, P -value is the probability that an alignment with a given score
or higher would occur by chance in a comparison of a random query and a random
database. This P -value is a function of the database size, since a high-scoring simi-
larity is more likely to exist by chance in a larger database. Traditional techniques
used to evaluate the significance of search results (Karlin and Altschul, 1990) often
build upon theoretical models of databases which differ in important way from the
database at hand.

We concentrate on providing better estimates for databases containing many al-
most identical sequences. Such databases are commonplace due to redundancy of
sequence data production and evolutionary relationship of the sequenced regions.
To compensate for differences between the real database and the model, we propose
to calculate effective database size (smaller than the real size) and use this effective
size instead the real size as a parameter in the traditional formulas for P -value es-
timation. We will study a possibility of using a compressed size of a database to
estimate its effective size in context of DNA databases. An appropriate compres-
sion algorithm will effectively store only one copy of each repeated string, resulting
in a file whose size roughly corresponds to the amount of unique sequences in the
database. We test this approach on both simulated and real data.

The second problem which we will address in this thesis is sequence segmentation. In
comparative genomics, identification of homologous segments within the sequences
of interest is the first step for studying rearrangement and duplication histories (i.e.
Kováč et al., 2011; Holloway et al., 2012). The segments are typically constructed
from annotated genes in the sequences. However, the histories reconstructed from
segments determined according their already known functionality ignore relations
among segments of non-coding sequences. These reconstructions are also sensitive
to errors in annotation, and may even introduce artifacts due to incomplete gene
copies. Using segmentation, which is not based solely on protein coding genes, it
may be possible to study recent evolutionary events in more detail.

We provide formal definition of the segmentation problem, prove its NP-hardness,
and give two heuristic algorithm for the problem. We evaluated the algorithms on
real and simulated data. Segments found by our algorithm can be used as markers
in a wide range of evolutionary studies.



2 Results

Effective DNA Database Size

One of the main parameters in P -value computation is the database size n. Instead
of the real database size, we propose to use an effective database size n� smaller than
n such that it will account for redundancies in the database. For example, if we take
a random database of size n and double its content by adding second exact copy of
each sequence, we expect the effective database size still be n, even though its real
size is 2n.

Usage of effective sizes instead of the real ones is not totaly unusual in theoretical
modeling of biological phenomena. For example, statistical models in population
genetics use population size as a parameter, but instead of the actual number of
individuals, effective population size is typically used. Its usage compensate for
various effects that are not considered by the model, such as population size changing
over time (Hartl and Clark, 2006).

The notion of effective database size has been already previously used to adjust for
boarder effects in case of short queries and databases (Mitrophanov and Borodovsky,
2006). In addition, most of the software tools designed for P -value estimation for a
given homology search has an option for setting an arbitrary value as the database
size. This make effective database size easily implementable to the existing algo-
rithms, if a relevance of exchange of the real size for the effective size would be
proven.

Estimation through compression. Here we explore the use of compression software
for estimating the effective database size. The methodology is very simple. First,
we compress the database and measure the size of the resulting file in bytes. Then,
we multiply this size by four to account for the fact that in a uniformly random
database, we need two bits to encode each nucleotide. In this way, we obtain an
estimate of the effective database size which can be used in any formula or algorithm
for estimating P -values on uniformly distributed databases.

The P -values are used to reject high scoring pairs that have a high probability of
occuring by chance. In a typical search there will be many spurious matches with
high P -values, and only a few top-scoring matches will represent genuine similarities
with common evolutionary origins. Since our main task is to separate these few good
matches from many spurious matches, we would like the P -value estimator to be
conservative, i.e., the estimates should be strictly higher than the exact P -values,
so that the estimated P -value represents an upper bound on the probability of a
particular match being a false positive.



Model of homology search. We create the simplified model, where database D is
a single string of length n, the query Q is a string of length m. We mimic the
homology search by a search for a substring of D with length m, which has the
smallest Hamming distance from Q. In contrast to the full homology search problem,
insertions and deletions are forbiden in D or Q and we search for the best match of
the whole query Q, as each read has to map completely to the reference.

We will say that the minimum Hamming distance between Q and some substring
of D with length m is the distance of Q and D. We will represent a similarity
score between Q and an m-tuple from D by the substraction m minus the Hamming
distance between Q and the m-tuple. Then for a particular Hamming distance h, we
calculate P -value as a division of the number of m-tuples Q� distanced at most h from
D by 4m (the number of all possible m-tuples). For the P -value calculation, we keep
the database fixed, and the query is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution
of all m-tuples over the nucleotide alphabet. In contrast, most of the classical
approaches consider both query and database as random.

The main advantage of this model is that we can compute P -values exactly in a
reasonable time, compare them to the P -value estimates and this way evaluate the
accuracy of our concept.

Database models for separation of two phenomena effecting compression. The file
compression algorithms usually identify symbols or small groups of symbols that
occur in the file more frequently and encode them by shorter codewords. Therefore,
the size of the compressed database depends on the entropy of the source that
generated the database. In addition to this, some of the compression algorithms
identify the exact or the approximate repeats, store only one occurence of the repeat,
and encode the approximate repeats as sequences of differences from the stored
repeat.

In our experiments, we try to separate this features of the real genomic databases
creating two different types of the artificially generated databases. The first type
are databases generated with various entropy levels. For this type of databases we
also provide formulas for approximate calculation of P -values. Second, we generate
databases consisting of many almost perfect copies of a random sequence to mimic
the issue with the repeated segments. For both simulated database types and one
real database, we compare P -value estimates based on the effective database size
and the estimates which consider the real database size.

We have implemented an algorithm that for a given m-tulpe length and database
D computes simultaneously P -values of all D prefixes and for all distances h =
0, 1, . . . , hmax. We will use this algorithm in three different ways:

• First, to calculate exact P -value of an available database D, which contains



either the simulated data or the real genomic sequences. Having this real
P -value at hand, we are able to compare quality of predictions made by dif-
ferent approaches.

• Second, we calculate P -value of a random database of a size equal to the
effective size of D. The effective size is calculated from the compressed size of
D. This way we obtain the P -value predicted by the proposed approach based
on the effective database size.

• Finally, we use the algorithm to calculate P -value of a random database with
the same size as D. This simple P -value corresponds to the commonly used
estimate of P -value, when the real size of D is considered by the estimation.

Databases of Various Entropy Levels. The four nucleotides do not occur in genomes
with the same frequencies. A commonly used measure of DNA composition is GC-
content: the percentage of Cs and Gs in the given sequence. As GC-content varies
in different genomes and also between segments of the same genome, we decided
to study an influence of GC-content of a given database on the P -value predic-
tion made under assumption of a random composition of the database. A ran-
dom database with GC-content g and independently generated bases has entropy
H(g) = −g lg(g/2)− (1− g) lg((1− g)/2) and therefore can be encoded by approx-
imately H(g)n bits, for example by arithmetic encoding (Rissanen and Langdon,
1979).

We derive formulas for P -value approximation assuming that entropy is the only
feature of genomic data which distinguish them from the randomly generated se-
quences. This allows us to analytically calculate P -value estimates for a given en-
tropy. We also use the previously mentioned algorithm to calculate exact P -values
and following our general approach, we use the uniform nucleotide frequencies and
effective database size E(n, g) = H(g)n/2 to estimate the P -values for the actual
database of size n and GC-content g.

In the experiment we show that for databases with skewed GC-content, we get non-
conservative estimates using either simulated databases or the derived formulas. We
will take this fact into account while discussing the real data a bit later.

Redundant Databases. We consider generated databases that are concatenation of
many mutually similar sequences of the same length k. As the first step while
creating such a database D, we sample a sequence S = s1s2 . . . sk from uniform
nucleotide frequencies, independently at each position. This sequecne will be the
center of the cluser of similar sequences stored in D. We obtain each sequence
concatenated in D from S by randomly mutating nucleotides on several positions of
S such that the nucleotide on position j lasts the same as sj with the probability of
90%, and with the probability of 10% it mutates to a nucleotide randomly selected



from the other three. This way, we get a clustered database of sequences that differ
on average on 10% positions from the center of the cluster.

We have tested the P -value estimations on clustered databases of various sizes. For
each clustered database D we compute the real P -value, the simple estimation of the
P -value, which uses effective size equal to the real size of D, and two estimates based
on two different lossless compression programs GenCompress (Chen et al., 1999) and
bzip2 based on Burrows-Wheeler transform(Burrows and Wheeler, 1994).

In this experiment, the estimates based on data compression are mostly conservative
and better than the estimates obtained by the simple method. We can also see that
the GenCompress estimates usually outperform the estimates made by bzip2.

Real Data. We test our compression method on the real genomic data, and after
compensation for P -value non-conservative estimates in the case of skewed GC-
content, we obtained conservative estimates, which were closer to the real P -values
than the estimations based on the real database size.

Segmentation of DNA Sequences

The input for our problem is a group of evolutionary related DNA sequences and
a collection of high-scoring local alignments among homologous regions of the se-
quences and also between parts of the same sequence.

We want to tile the input sequences by segments of two different kinds: atoms and
waste regions. Each atom has length at least L (where L is a given minimal length
parameter); a waste region may be of any size. Each base of the input sequences
belong to exactly one atom or waste region. Atoms are the segments, which can be
used as markers for subsequent analysis. Waste regions are the segments, which we
cannot reliably include in any atom due to imperfections in the input alignments.
Therefore we want to have high coverage of the input sequence by atoms and low
number of atoms to avoid unnecesary segmentation. In addition, we divide atoms
into classes so that every two atoms in the same atomic class share high sequence
similarity across their entire length, and two atoms of different classes do not appear
to be similar at the chosen sequence similarity threshold.

A subsequence A of input sequence S is an atom, if both following conditions hold:

1) The length of A is at least L (where L is a given minimal length parameter).
2) Each alignment that overlaps with A also covers A.

A set of atoms A is an atomization of input sequence S, if both following conditions
hold:



1) No two atoms from set A overlap.
2) Each input alignment that covers some atom A ∈ A, maps the atom A to

a region of S that overlaps with exactly one another atom.

Let A1, A2, . . . , Ap be the atoms of an atomization A ordered by their position in S.
The waste region between atoms Ak and Ak+1 is the subsequence of S that starts
at the space to the right from the last base of atom Ak and ends at the space to the
left from the first base of atom Ak+1. We also call a waste region the prefix of S
preceding atom A1 and the sufix of S following Ap.

Let A be an atomization of sequence S. Let

u = length(S)−
�

A∈A

length(A)

be the number of bases in waste regions. We define the cost of atomization A as:

c(a,w)(A) = |A| · a + u · w,

where a, w > 0 are parameters determining the cost of each atom and the cost of
each base in a waste region, respectively.

We can now approach the segmentation problem as an optimization problem of
searching for the minimum cost atomization of S according to some cost function
c(a,w)(·):

Atomization problem, optimization version:
Instance: Sequence S, set of alignments α among subsequences of S,

minimum atom length L.
Cost function: c(�,1), where � = 1/length(S).
Problem: Determine atomization O such that cost c(�,1)(O) is mini-

mal among costs of all feasible atomizations of the instance.

We prove, that under certain circumstances, the true and the optimal atomizations
are identical, and we define the following decision version of the atomization problem:

Atomization problem, decision version (APD):
Instance: Sequence S, set of alignments α among subsequences of S,

minimum atom length L, and threshold B.
Problem: Is there atomization A with c(�,1)(A) ≤ B?



We prove NP-completeness of the atomization problem (APD), in which we are given
a threshold B, and we ask if there is an atomization with cost at most B. It is easy
to see that APD is in NP. For an instance of APD, we can nondeterministically guess
a set of atoms and calculate its cost as well as verify that the set of atoms actually
is an atomization in polynomial time. We prove NP-completeness of this problem
by a reduction from the classical one-in-three 3SAT problem (Garey and Johnson,
1979):

One-in-three 3SAT problem:
Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that

each clause c ∈ C has |c| = 3.
Problem: Is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause

from C contains exactly one true literal?

First, we show a method for constructing an instance of APD for any instance of
one-in-three 3SAT problem and then we prove that the atomization of cost at most
B exists for the APD instance if, and only if, the corresponding instance of one-in-
three 3SAT is satisfiable.

Since one-in-three 3SAT is NP-complete, decision version of atomization problem
is also NP-complete, and therefore optimization version of atomization problem is
NP-hard. Therefore, we have designed two heuristic algorithms for practical use.

The algorithms create an atomization, but possibly not the optimal one. The gen-
eral idea of both algorithms is iterative mapping of waste regions. This approach
is similar to iterative homology mapping introduced in Brejová et al. (2011), except
that here we map whole waste regions instead of mapping each breakpoint inde-
pendently. After each mapping iteration we gain a new set of proto-atoms that
are separated from each other by newly expanded or newly created waste regions.
If the number of proto-atoms and their lengths do not change in two consecutive
iterations, the whole process ends and a set of proto-atoms from the last iteration
becomes the final atomization of the input data.

An example of a situation resolved by this iterative approach is shown in Figure 1.
Two atoms A1 and B1 are initially placed to the same proto-atom, because neither
of them is covered by a short alignment that would separate them. But if one of
the regions aligned to proto-atom A1+B1 contains a waste region, we can map this
waste region and thus separate atoms A1 and B1. Creation of new atoms A1 and
B1, can have influence on some other atoms; therefore we repeat the re-mapping
process while any changes of proto-atomization occur.

Situations similar to the previous example can be caused by the choice of similar-
ity threshold, which we use to distinguish between significant and non-significant



a) b)

Figure 1: Iterative separation of atoms: a) Initial set of proto-atoms, where a waste
region between atoms A2 and B2 aligns inside a proto-atom A1+B1. b) The situation
is solved by creating an additional waste region that splits proto-atom A1 + B1 to
atoms A1 and B1.

alignments. If alignment scores between pairs of atoms in some class are close to
the similarity threshold, some of the alignments within the class pass the threshold,
whereas others do not.

We present comparison of the proposed algorithms both on the simulated and also
on the real sequences. Advantage of the simulated data is that we already know the
true atomization and can evaluate performance of the algorithms. We show that
for data sets, in which short indels were simulated in addition to duplications and
rearrangement, the proposed algorithms outperform the previously known approach,
particularly for the short atomic lengths. It is not so easy to evaluate performance on
the real sequences, but it is important to keep in mind that even when performance
of the algorithms on the simulated data are often similar for the algorithms, this
is not the case when the complex evolutionary processes take place. We identify
already annotated protein compounds of a particular gene cluster and evaluated
performance of the algorithms according to their success in separation of the protein
compounds from surrounding sequences.
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